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MONROE COUNTY SHERIFF’S DEPUTIES ARREST TWO PREDICATE FELONS

First Arrest Led Deputies to 2nd Arrest

Perinton, NY (July 3, 2019) – On June 20, 2019 at 10:00 a.m., Monroe County Sheriff’s deputies responded to a home on Spring Creek Dr., Perinton for the report of a teenager home alone who heard someone milling about inside the house. The teenager texted his mother from inside the closet and she called 911. While deputies were en route, the suspect, Quincy Goodson, 44, Rochester discovered the teenager in the closet. The teenager chased Goodson into the garage, confronted him, and locked him outside until deputies arrived minutes later. Sheriff’s deputies transported Goodson to the Sheriff’s Zone-A Substation, located at 955 S. Panorama Trail, Penfield, where Goodson was interviewed by investigators and made admissions. Upon further investigation, Sheriff’s investigators determined Goodson, a two-time violent predicate felon, was connected to thefts of handguns in Webster and Mendon dating back to 2016, as well as the theft of more than $2,000 in cash in Chili. Investigators charged Goodson with the following:

Goodson, Quincy
44 years old
Rochester, NY

Charges:

• Burglary in the 2nd degree (Class C-Felony)
• 2 counts Criminal Possession of a Weapon in the 2nd degree (Class C – Felony)
• 2 counts of Criminal Possession of Stolen Property in the 4th degree (Class E – Felony)
• Possession of Burglar’s Tools (Class A-Misdemeanor)
• Attempted Petit Larceny (Class B- Misdemeanor)
Mr. Goodson was remanded to the Monroe County Jail held without bail.

While in custody at the Monroe County Jail, investigators developed intelligence that Goodson had instructed his brother-in-law, Tyshon Armstrong, 35, Rochester, to retrieve one or more firearms from Goodson’s Rochester residence and hide them. Further intelligence revealed that Armstrong retrieved items from Goodson’s home, concealed in a shopping bag, and brought those items to his own home. Based on that information, deputies began surveillance on Armstrong’s house while Investigator Trevor Hibbard obtained a search warrant for the residence. While conducting surveillance, Deputy Derrick Goettel observed Armstrong outside of the residence. Armstrong was taken into custody without incident. The search warrant was approved and deputies conducted a search of the home. Investigator Gary Carpino located two handguns, later determined to be stolen from a burglary on Rush Mendon Rd., Rush in July 2018. In addition to the guns, 11 baggies of cocaine were found in Armstrong’s home. Deputies charged Armstrong with the following:

**Armstrong, Tyshon**
35 years old
Rochester, NY

**Charges:**
- Criminal Possession of a Controlled Substance in the 3rd degree (Intent to Sell) (Class B-Felony)
- 2 counts Criminal Possession of a Weapon in the 3rd degree (Class D-Felony)
- 2 counts Criminal Possession of Stolen Property in the 4th degree (Class E – Felony)

Armstrong has three (3) prior felony convictions and was on probation at the time of the latest crime. Mr. Armstrong was remanded to the Monroe County Jail held without bail.

Thanks to the great investigative work by MCSO deputies, investigators, and all involved in helping to remove illegal drugs and guns off our streets, two predicate felons are now behind bars to answer for their crimes.
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